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Will Supply You With 
Good Eat-s 
Pastries which Taste as Good as Th.ey Look 
Cream Roll · 




Chocolate E · clai rs 
Vanilla ' Vafer ' 
Fro ted Cremns 




Chop Suey Cakes 
Lady l,"'ingers 
Len1on Cookies 
Nut and }"'ruit Cookie 
Parker House Roll · 
T ea Rolls 
A nd in our Groc ry 1 )cpartment you wi1l find large and fr sh 
a':'sortn1.ents of fancy cheese, wafer ' , oliY pickles, j a1n , 
fresh fruit and strawb rrie . 
When you g t hungry for om~thing good to eat 
Just Phone Eight-0 





1921 Price 15 Cents 
The Union of the Brown and Gold 
George W. Stimpson 
O
LIVER PERRY KINSEY was born 
near Freeport, Ohio, in the year 
1849. From both sides of the 
family he was descended from 
Quaker ancestors, who came to 
America with William Penn. The Kin-
sey family moved into Eastern Ohio in 
pioneer days and Reese Kinsey, Oliver 
Perry Kinsey's father, became a promi-
nent anti-slavery leader in the days pre-
ceding the Civil War. When Mr. Kinsey 
was two years old his parents moved to 
Illinois where his father died and 
whence his mothe~ returned to Free-
port, Ohio. Freeport was also the home 
of the Carvers, and between these two 
families existed a friendship which en-
dured for several generations. It was 
. near Freeport that Mr. Kinsey first 
knew Harrison N. Carver, who after-
wards became one of his best friends. 
In 1866 Mr. Kinsey went to Harlem 
Springs Seminary, situated in" a little 
town north of Freeport. There he re-
mained for thirty weeks, after which he 
taught rural schools in the vicinity for 
two years. · 
A slight notion as to his natural abil-
ity in teaching may be gleaned from 
two little incidents which he has relat-
ed upon different occasions. While 
teaching a rural school some time in the 
. ixties, one of his pupils, a boy of about 
eleven, shot off a pop gun in school. 
The boy, fearing that Mr. Kinsey would 
punish him, said that the gun had gone 
off accidentally, that he had merely 
pushed the stick. The punishment 
adopted was characteristic of Mr. Kin-
ey. The boy was compelled to bring 
the gun before the school for demon-
tration. He was not told to leave his 
pop gun at home after that, but he did 
just the same. Another pupil had the 
habit of spitting on the stove. Mr. Kin-
. ey learned who it was and gave him 
the job of keeping the tove clean and 
poli bed, for it was a custom for each 
pupil to do a certain part of the janitor 
work. It was not long before the boy 
was about to whip another boy for spit-
ting on his stove. So it was, when yet 
a mere youth, teaching rural school in 
Ohio, that Mr. Kinsey applied in a prac-
tical way the most intricate and funda-
mental principles which later recom-
mended him as one of the first men of 
his profession. 
After teaching two years, Mr. Kinsey 
went to Lebanon University where he 
received his A. B. degree and later his 
A. lVI. In his second year at Lebanon 
he became acquainted with Henry Baker 
Brown, then a student there, and Miss 
Mantie E. Baldwin. After graduation 
be became a member of the faculty and 
Dean of the Department of English Lit-
erature. In 1876 Mr. Kinsey was mar-
ried to Miss Sarah J. Porter, who had 
also been a student at Lebanon. Miss 
Porter had taught at Lebanon before 
her marriage, and had for three years 
been Principal of a high school in Des 
Moines, Iowa. In 1876 Mrs. Kinsey · re-
entered Lebanon to become a regular 
member of the faculty. Mr. Kinsey 
was in Lebanon University about thir-
teen years. In 1880 he resigned to be-
come associated with Mr. Brown at Val-
paraiso. Before coming he spent the 
autumn and winter traveling in Europe. 
Mr. and Mrs. Kinsey reached Valpa-
raiso, Friday, March 25, 1881. Mr. 
Kinsey became joint owner with Mr. 
Brown ·Of the Northern Indiana Normal 
School and Business Institute. He was 
associate Principal and was Dean of the 
Scientific class. This was second o 
the highest class in the institution. The 
Clas ic Department, under Prof. Carver, 
being the highest. The name of Mr. 
Kinsey's clas · is mis-leading. In those 
days the Scientific class was a course 
which fitted the student to teach in the 
public schools, either the grades or high 
school . It included, to a limited ex-
tent, nearly all the subjects taught in 
an educational course. Mr. Kin ey used 
to teach literature himself and naturally 
it compri ed a good part of the course. 
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He always drilled his class in Parlia-
mentary Law and other drills which 
vvere considered necessary for the aver-
age teacher. 
Before Mr. Kinsey reached Valparaiso 
he was scheduled to give a lecture upon 
Rome, a lecture which he had given 
with much success in Lebanon imme-
diately upon his return from Europe. 
While in Italy, and especially Rome, Mr. 
Kinsey had secured many fine views 
which he intended to use in a lecture, 
and which added much interest to his 
discourse, entitled "A Walk Through 
Ancient Rome". This lecture was given 
at the c~escent Society, and some no-
tion as to its success can be gotten from 
the fact that over seventy dollars was 
cleared by the Society, while only twen-
ty-five cents admission was charged. 
About a year later Mr. Kinsey was ask-
ed to give this same lecture at the Music 
Academy in Valparaiso. 
In chapel, Mr. Kinsey became a fa-
vorite from the beginning. When it 
was necessary for the students to burn 
coal instead of wood, Mr. Kinsey would 
give a lecture on the building of a coal 
fire. He gave talks on the value of ed-
ucation, education in various countries, 
the imp•ortance of conservation and 
economy, and many other subjects of 
such nature that they had a great deal 
to .do with maintaining and increasing 
that wholesome college atmosphere 
which his distinguished friend had al-
ready created. 
In the fall of the same year in which 
he came to Valparaiso, Mr. Kinsey 
bought the property of S. W. Smith, the 
place where he still lives during the 
summer. For three years, Mr. Kinsey 
used the large plot of ground west of his 
hou e for a garden. In June, 1884, a 
local paper printed the following: "Pr·of. 
Kinsey has made a great improvement 
in the looks of his residence on College 
Hill. To have seen it three years ago 
a"nd see it now, one would hardly recog-
nize the place as the same. Mr. Kinsey 
believes in farming and each year he 
tills hi little farm with care". In the 
fall of the same year he made hi gar-
den into the beautiful lawn as it i to-
day. 
Mr. Kinsey's home was always a place 
of cheer. He would bring hi cientific 
cla s to hi home for an evening' enter-
tainment. and at these ocial affairs 
everyone alway felt at ease. In the 
spring of 1 2 the ex-Lebanon students 
were entertained ·at the Kinsey home. 
Much of the best blood of the Normal 
had come from the University of Leba-
non, and the common educational origin 
created a sort of fraternity among those 
who had known each other there. Of 
course, in all these things, Mrs. Kinsey 
was prominent. She was Dean of the 
Department of Geography and at first 
was in charge of East Hall. She spent 
a great deal of time with the sick and 
knew how to encourage the young wom-
en and make everything pleasant and 
home-like. While Mrs. Kinsey was in 
charge, East Hall was indeed a desirable 
rooming place for girls. Mrs. Kinsey 
also taught Grammar in the first years 
and when Dr. Yohn withdrew from the 
institution for a time, Mrs . Kinsey took 
the Virgil class in order to help out, 
These things indicate the high degree 
of preparedness of this accomplished 
woman. 
In 1882, Mr. Kinsey became the Re-
publican candidate of the first ward of 
Valparaiso for councilman. He - was 
nominated by acclamation at the ward 
caucus without one dissenting voice. 
The following was published in a local 
paper: "Professor Kinsey gave evidence 
of excitement on election day less than 
any other candidate, and yet was unan-
imously elected. The Professor was on 
both tickets". Of the 484 votes cast in 
the first ward, Mr. Kinsey received ev-
ery one. On the council he served as 
an honest and honorable public spirited 
man would. He always attended the 
council meetings when possible, and 
never cast his vote except for what he 
thought was for the best interest of the 
community as a whole. One little in-
cident will show his self-sacrificing na-
ture with regard to public questions. 
Councilman Skinner, in 1883, moved that 
the salary of the Councilmen be left 
the same as in former years-eighty 
dollars. Mr. Kinsey moved that the 
amount be reduced to fifty dollars, thu 
reducing his own salary thirty dollar . 
This amendment moved by Mr. Kinsey, 
wa. defeated two to four. Mr. Kinsey 
was on the committee to investigate the 
water works at Bay City and Niles City, 
in Michigan, and Tiffin, Ohio, when the 
city was con idering the water supply 
for Valparai o. He al o erved on the 
committee to determine the amount of 
water for the city of Valparai o. He 
wa put on the finance committee to in-
ve tigate the lighting sy terns, and to 
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••Education is the accumulation of physical, mental, and moral powers" 
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secure the location of a certain asylum 
at Valparaiso. 
Mr. Kinsey was a man of great en-
ergy and was able to carry on a great 
n umber of activities at the same time. 
In 1883, upon the resignation of Profes-
·or Boucher, Mr. Kinsey became the 
head of the Actual Business Depart-
men t. During vacation he often super-
vised in person the repairing of the col-
lege buildings. He and Mrs. Kinsey ran 
East Hall, had gardens under cultivation 
and kept a small poultry farm northeast 
of town, besides other interests of an 
agricultural nature to help reduce the 
cost of living. When the fair was on 
or a base ball game he did not forget 
to tell the students that they might be 
excused if they wished to attend. He 
took time occasionally to attend teach-
ers' institutes in different places; he 
was always ready to speak at the Star, 
Crescent or Philomathean Literary So-
cieties; to attend an alumni or class 
banquet; to help an unfortunate stu-
dent; to give advice to those in trouble; 
to be sociable, all the while keeping in 
touch with current questions, and ever 
cultivating his mind; to be a man of 
home and fire-side and yet serve the 
whole world, to carry on that great 
work with his friend, Henry Baker 
Brown, which was to open wide the 
doors of opportunity to every deserving 
youth in the world and help him stand 
up before all creation to assert his man-
hood. And yet in all this he never for-
get his dear old mother back in Ohio. 
He was loved by all who knew him and 
to this day his is one of those magic 
names which binds together our great 
a lumni, and the pronouncing of which 
sends a thrill through every one who re-
members the day when Henry Baker 
Brown and Oliver Perry Kinsey were at 
the head of the greatest educational in-
stitution in the world. 
The uniting of the Brown and Gold 
was very fortunate for the Northern In-
diana Normal School. It would have 
been impossible for Mr. Brown to have 
continued working as he had been do-
ing. Even the coming of Mr. Kinsey 
did not relieve him very much, for the 
institution was growing rapidly and 
work was increasing every day. Those 
long days and nights of toil can better 
be told by Mrs. •Brown, who wa then 
hi private ecretary. She well re-
members tho e hundred and hundred 
of letters which he would dictate arter 
coming home late in the evening from 
attending an in titute; then a few hart 
hours of sleep and he would be away 
again before daylight. He taught Eng-
lish Grammar in those days as few had 
taught it before and as few have taught 
it since. To keep the institution which 
he had founded and fostered in its in-
fancy in a state · of health and prosper-
ity was the one object of his' life. Of-
fers of positions, educational and polit-
ical, came to him from every hand if he 
would only give up the Normal, but that 
he never would do. In his school he 
had at last found the method by which 
he could best serve his generation, and 
this he prosecut~d with such thorough-
ness that before his death thousands 
returned to bless him. The first epoch 
of hi s eventful life was the founding of 
the ~ ormal in 1873; the second was the 
calling of Oliver Perry Kinsey to his 
side in 1881. From that time these two 
men were as one. Two brothers never 
loved each other more or worked with 
a nobler accord than they. From one 
end of the great nation to the other, in 
every village or countryside, in every 
town or city, there are men and women 
who entered the world of active life 
through the way opened by these two 
men. Opportunity and economy were 
the respective watchwords of Henry 
Baker Brown and Oliver Perry Kinsey. 
With these two keys every heart and in-
tellect could be unlocked and the hid-
den treasure given in service to the 
world. Each day strange, awkward 
and ungainly young men stood before 
these educators in the old college of-
fice. They were treated as if they had 
been potentates of an oriental empire, 
come on a mission of state. They for-
got that they were inexperienced coun-
try boys, crude and uncouth from their 
long days of toil on the farms of the 
great Middle West, or from hard labor 
in the mines and factories, and thought 
that they were pivots on which the earth 
turn . If they had a little money they 
paid their tuition, board and room, one 
hundred dollar a year, and went with 
an old student to Stiles, Heritage, or 
East Hall to room and board. If they 
had no money they were promptly given 
work, rented books, and sent to class to 
Rtudy under the greatest masters of the 
time, Bogarte, Carver, Mi s Baldwin 
and the other . At fir t it was irksome, 
the work wa hard, homesickness did its 
wor t, but the great educator we1 e not 
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mistaken,-here was material for some-
thing greater. A few hort terms, too 
short by far, and these young men, once 
so uncouth and diffident, went out to 
assume the most responsible positions 
in public and private life. Hundreds 
continued the noble work by becoming 
teachers in normal and public schools, 
others climbed rung after ·rung up the 
ladder of professional life, and still 
others sent their voices ringing t:uough 
legislative chambers and spoke in the 
highest councils of the nation. Not a 
day passed which did not bring reports 
of those who- had gone out and made 
good and sent back words of praise and 
encouragement to those who stood on 
each side of the portal of opportunity, 
keeping guard lest the evil and worldly 
wise should obstruct the only channel 
through which the common man can 
pass to success. If there are any who 
are seeking inspiration for a great life's 
work let them peruse diligently the rec-
ords of Valparaiso University and the 
lives of its founders. Here is an exam-
ple where men gave their lives for a 
noble cause, and continued the work 
throughout their lives with no reward 
save the inward satisfaction -which 
comes from knowing that they had run 
a good race, and fought a good fight, 
hearing mother nature say in muffled 
but certarin tones, "These are men in-
deed". 
In these days no student were sent 
away because they did not have money. 
None were compelled to give up their 
work because they did not have dres 
suits or silk shirts. A student could 
do janitor work for room and tuition, 
•'speck puds" at East Hall for board. 
and work in garden on Saturday for 
spending money. It was the ea.siest 
thing in the world to go to school then. 
One shirt was enough for the average 
student. He could wash it at night and 
dry it over his little wood stove without 
any conflict with his law course or his 
trigonometry. Wood was very cheap 
for Mr. Brown and Mr. Kin ey used to 
buy it by the hundred of cords and ell 
it to the student at co t. Loose change 
was unnecessary because he who had 
lea t in worldly goods wa usually most 
popular. If a tudent got ick a doc-
tor was seldom called. Mr. Brown or 
one of the teachers would attend to the 
ailments of the student, and Mrs. Kin-
sey or Miss Baldwin would act as train-
ed nurse. There is little doubt that the 
student was we1 cared for. Sickness 
was scarce for the same reason th'1t 
little money was spent-there was no 
time for either. There were only twen-
ty-four hours in a day back in the 
eighties, especially in Valparaiso. Ev-
eryone was glad to sleep when oppor-
tunity presented itself. Few had any 
energy to spend in carousing. Occa-
sionally there would be a few grumblers 
who would complain that the Normal 
wa out of date and that if professional 
athletics and fraternities were introduc-
ed it would be like a real college. Some 
even went so far as to organize Greek 
letter societies and endeavor to live 
what they deemed real college life. In 
a case like this a hasty council· would 
be held between Mr. Kinsey and Mr. 
Brown. The spirit-workers were called 
into the office and after a few words 
which they were not likely soon to for-
get, given their . tuition and asked to de-
part in peace. If they wanted real col-
lege life, well and good. "Hundreds of 
institutions in America will be glad to 
give it to you, but do not trouble us with 
your complaints; this place is sacred, 
do not disturb our peace, do not taint 
the pure atmosphere of economy at Val-
paraiso; if you do not wish to enter 
yourselves, stand aside and do not ob-
struct the way, do not bar the door of 
opportunity". Thus the judges deliver-
ed their opinion, and after once their 
precedent was established, th~"y main-
ta.ined thi atmosphere untainted and 
undefiled for over forty years. Thou-
sands flourished on this pure air who 
might have languished elsewhere. This 
atmo p·here, after all, wa the great se-
cret which lay beyond it all; so long as 
thi could be kept fresh all would be 
well. High thinking and plain living 
can be taught without bombast and daz-
zling clothes. Money i only a mall 
con ideration in the production of great 
men and women. The human intellect 
may develop as gloriously in the humble 
walks of life a on the highway of mag-
nificence, and in the la t day, virtue and 
ability not earthly pos ession and out-
ward graces, will remain at the trial. 
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The Stranger Within Thy Gates 
By Jack Pierce 
President of the Student Council 
I
S i.t possible that we students of V~l­
paraiso are in such haste to a~quue 
many things, that we are passmg by 
some of the best opportunities of col-
lege life? Does the dive:sity .of enjoy-
ments in a large university blmd us to 
fundamental values? Some such ques-
tions as these crowded irresistably into 
the minds of the Valparaiso students 
who visited Indiana Central University. 
of Indiana Central's and transplant it 
in his own institution. 
To us, Indiana Central was a revela-
tion. We did not know that courtesy 
ever existed in such a degree of prac-
tical efficiency as we found there. From 
the time we reached the interurban sta-
tion on our way to the University, un-
til, at the end of a social evening un-
equalled in our experience, our car ca.r-
1·ied us out of hearing of the cheers still 
ringing out for Valparaiso, we were 
made to feel that we were truly the ap-
preciated guests of a university. 
As time goes on, recollections of the 
debate that evening will rapidly grow 
dim; but the impress upon our minds 
made by one evening with those people 
will steadily grow deeper. For their 
spirit of frank good-will, without a 
shadow of artificiality, and without a 
uggestion of jealousy of other institu-
tions, the honest appreciation of the stu-
dent body by the faculty, and the stu-
dents' confidence in and respect for the 
faculty, appealed to us so strongly that 
it would be impossible to forget. I know 
there was a sort of longing in the heart 
of every student-guest prese!lt that 
evening to take that remarkable spirit 
After all, is there any reason why we 
could not have more of such spirit in 
Valparaiso? Of course, we have many 
more students here and could not all 
get together f.or an evening as they do. 
But surely that is no reason why we can 
not eliminate so:rp.e of our formalities 
and replace them with real fellowship, 
or eliminate a host of petty jealousies 
and substitute more real sportsmanship. 
Valparaiso University is greater than 
Indiana Central. We have many advan-
tages which that university does not 
have. We love old Valpo and would not 
exchange her advantages for those o! 
any institution in America. But be-
cause we do love our university, we 
would bring all the good things here i! 
we could. Do we realize what such a 
spirit as Indiana Central;s, combining 
with the advantages we already possess, 
would do for us? It would soon fill 
Valpo's halls to .overflowing. If the let-
ters to our thousands of homes all re-
flect that happy spirit as of one great 
family, they would draw many more stu-
dents, and incidentally put the home 
folks in that frame of mind which opens 
purses for th~ endowment. 
Can we not all put a little more gen-
uine friendliness into our college days? 
It is acts that count, you know, more 
than theories. In the words of Lowell, 
''all the beautiful sentiments in the 
world weigh less than a single lovely 
action". 
Campaign Reflections and Impressions 
J. R. Hooper 
W
HEJ. T the Editor of the Valoon 
asked me to contribute an ar-
ticle on the Endowment Cam-
paign, it was with some reluc-
tance that I consented. When 
purely personal impressions are the main 
material of a writer, he is almost bound to 
disregard the warning of Montaigne, that 
one seldom speaks of one' elf without 
some detriment to the person spoken 
of." But personal impressions and the 
reflection of one who has been behind 
the scene , evell for a short period, are 
sometimes of pas ing interest to those 
upon "the outside". When, however, the 
achievement has had to do with the 
changing of the demeanor of a city from 
careles nes to •anxiety and fear, one is 
doubtless justified, even though the part 
played ha been small. 
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It wa my fortune, 1good or bad, to be 
put upon a "Strong Armed Tea,m", my 
team mate being Wayne E. · Temple, 
whose eloquence and persuasive powers 
produced results. This does not neces-
sarily imply approval. however, of all 
the rhetorical · outbursts and escaP'ades 
he may have indulged in. For all that, I 
doubt if I could have had a more willing 
co-worker, or found one more loyal to 
the University., 
The Campaign opened with truly great 
ideals, ideals that drew to the cause men 
of exceptional ability, who fought to 
hold the University here, not only be-
cause of its economic ta.nd financial val-
ues to the community, but equally for 
its educational and cultural ones. For 
the community lacking an institution of 
higher learning possesses an education-
al handicap which can never be over-
come. 
With equal emphasis one can say of 
the cultural value of the University to 
the city that, while less tangible from a 
material standpoint, it nevertheless 
avails itself of opportunities for com-
munity betterment through lectures, 
conventions and athletic contests. 
The questions asked were almost of 
encyclopedic range regarding Dr. Hodg-
don's ''Democracy of Education". Suffice 
it to say that the President's plan is the 
design of the founders of · the institution 
that opportunities to work one's way 
through the University have increased 
rather tl~a.n dimiuished with the change 
of administration. 
The question was raised as to the 
practicability of courses taught. Would 
the future student know more about 
corn roots than he did Latin :roots? Does 
Dr. Hodgdon really propose to teach 
"vital" subjects? 
Was it possible, I ask myself, that the 
University wae t-.ehing things t 
were not "vital"? Thus it became an im-
portant matter for me to find out what 
was vital to the person I was appealing 
to, and if it was in the making of things 
they could eat, wear or smash, meet 
their objections squarely and with com-
mon candor show that the aim of the 
University was not only to provide men 
and women with positions, but also de-
velop within them an intellectual re-
source that they might draw on in their 
later years. 
New ideas are not always welcome. 
!Human nature is conservative. And 
while it may be human to critize, people 
are prone to forget that to do so is easy. 
To say that such and such a policy 
should be carried out is not at all diffi-
cult. But to discern and carry out some 
plan is, however, the "vanishing point" 
in both theory and practice. 
There was some difference of opinion 
as to the wisdom of admitting fraterni-
ties and athletics. 
Some would have one believe that the 
fellow with the Greek lettered pin looked 
upon himself -a.s the "sine qua non" of 
higher education, and that his fraternity 
was the one about which the College re-
volved. These same few would prove by 
the law of Hoyle that all athletics are 
crooked, unmindful of the great feet that 
through athletics, as well as through ac-
ademic work, the power of self-reliance 
and self-knowledge is taught, that a. man 
can learn his capabilities and defects, 
and where he stands among his fellows, 
as quickly in this field as in others. 
After all that was said regarding the 
need of an Endowment, peop·le continue 
to ask why they must give. To them it 
becomes a doctrine of "lassiez-faire". I 
have found reasoning to run along the 
line thta.t because Mr. Brown and Mr. 
Kinsey built and maintained a great in-
stitution unaided, the appeal for its per-
petuity came because of mismanage-
ment. The change in educational stand-
ards, due to economic conditions and the 
depreciation of currency values, caused 
by the W!a.r, seems to have been 1given 
little if any consideration. 
One of the big questions asked has 
been, ''Is there a need in this great re-
public for an educational institution 
such as this?" A thousand times, yes-
not only with the doors open, but open 
wide· enough for those who need it most. 
We know the selective draft of 1917 
showed nearly twenty-five per cent of 
the manhood of America-between the 
ages of 18 and 35-were unable to read 
a newspaper, or write a letter; that 
more than seven million people over six-
teen years of age can neither read nor 
write English, . or any other language, in 
this country; that of this number one-
third are American born of American 
parentage. Official reports show an ap-
palling shortage of teachers for elemen-
tary schools alone, leaving out of con-
sideration schools of se~ondary and col-
legiate rank. Ex-Premier Nitti of Italy 
has said that "the freedom of a people 
lies in their education, and not in their 
~mancipation". Comment upon a condi-
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tion such as the above is useless-we 
need action. 
Possibly the most interesting thing 
discernible by the wor.ker is the great 
(though · slowly manifesting) determina-
tion of the people of this city, and of the 
alumni, to see that the Universtiy shall 
continue to function, and that nothing 
shall be placed in the way to limit its 
activities or growth in the making of 
better citizenship. 
Fortunate indeed is the community 
having a great University, and posterity 
will honor it if its doors are opening wide 
enough to give to the youth of the land, 
regardless of station or wealth, the op-
portunity tQ gain an education. Valpo 
says to every man and woman of Ameri-
ca desiring an education, COME. 
The appeal goes out for all to help to-
day. Apathy must give way to resolved 
purpose to help now, reg,ardless of p·ost-
war conditions, which tend to upset not 
only the equlibrium of individuals, but 
of institutions. History honors the indi-
vidual who meets the crisis of life 
squarely. and who unites his ability to 
do with his determination to do. Let 
every one act now. 
The challenge is ·passed to you. If you 
have attended the Institution but for a 
term, you are aware that power brings 
with it responsibilities; that to be ac-
corded prestige you must work; that if 
you would attain success you must sac-
rifice. The call has sounded . We face the 
East! Steady, Valpo, for A'merica! 
Fraternities or Education 
Henry L. Wells 
B
OYS grow up and take law for 
their life's work, although moth-
€r and father would have had it 
theology. Girls foolishly marry 
the poor chap rather than the 
wealthy young parasite whom "mothah" 
has selected. Thus we ha.ve some bits of 
fate . Nor are institutions less fated. A 
non-partisan league usually ends in a 
s trong political party; an anti-fraternity 
club usually becomes a fraternity. 
This irony of history is strikingly 
shown in educational institutions. Most 
of the Oxford colleges and public schools 
were endowed to give poor boys a 
chance for schooling, but now they a.re 
noted for their exclusiveness and ex-
pensiveness. The University which Ezra 
Cornell founded i turning out ju t the 
s or t of men he most particula.rly detested. 
Mr. Cornell was a great man, who had a 
real vision. It was his de ire to give men 
and women an opportunity to be of serv-
i ce-to be able to earn a living. The so-
ia l side of college life had its pLace, but 
t hat place was, in his day,_ overshadowed 
by honest work. 
In 1873 Mr. H B. Brown, such a man 
as Ezra Cornei~t, founded Valparaiso 
University. Mr. Brown had the same 
ideals and the same breadth of vision a 
did Mr. Cornell. Mr. Brown established a 
school where young men and women 
were judged h.l their own merits. There 
was no glamor and pomp to hinder ear-
nest effort- that was destined to appear 
later. The irony of history, if you please. 
However, we can look back on the past 
years of Valparaiso University with 
pride. Like Berea College, she caught 
the eyes of the world, as she fought to 
give service without football n,nd frater-
nities. In those days that unstable com-
pound of athletics, dances, fraternities, 
and enforced class attendance, which 
too often passes as college education, 
was of passing importance. 
It would be impossible to discuss ev-
ery college activity, nor am I competent 
to do that. I do wish to comment, in a 
brief way, on fnaternities. What criti-
cism applies to the fraternities is also 
applicable to the sororities. 
Any one realizes that it is necessary 
for people to have recreation-whole-
some recreation. This fact is obvious. 
The same fact applies to the social side 
of college life. 
Now, if a fraternity is an asset, ,and 
not a liability~ it must meet certain con-
ditions. First of all, are fraternities dem-
ocratic? Are they conducive to good 
morals? Do they make for high scholar-
ship? Does the financial aspect of frater-
nities balance the good accomplished? 
When we ha.ve answered these questions 
fairly we may arrive at some conclusion. 
What a sad dilemma it is that we Amer-
icans- men and women, who are proud 
of our traditions of government and ed-
ucational institution alike-must face 
the accusation that fr,aternities are det-
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rimcntal to the best interests of the 
University. It is not just because we 
must face the charge that we need to 
bow our heads in shame, but because we 
tolerate such class distinction. To make 
a society has, in many cases, come to be 
all and all of .a college career, and to 
fail were to fail all along the line. The 
men elected to secret societies have con-
stituted the elite of the college person-
nel, and the uneiected have, willy-nilly, 
borne the stigma of undesirables. One 
reads the college . publications of the 
country and notices that the rush sea-
son for fraternities is over. Those for-
tunate ones will carry home to that un-
suspecting f,a.ther and mother the joy-
ful news that he has made a fraternity 
-the first year's work has been success-
fully terminated. After that, as Louis XV 
of France has said, comes the deluge. 
Some time ago the question was ask-
ed, "Can a. college abolish snobbery?" 
W'ell, now, just what constitutes a snob'! 
Ma.y I not say that a snob is one who 
candidly says, "The world was made for 
two; the other one is dead?" James Ir-
vin Taylor aptly says: ''Snobbery can 
never be abolished as long af', we toler-
ate fraternities." 
To be one of the fifteen per cent left 
out of the fraternities is to be branded 
as a failure by the so-called elite. Fur-
thermore. there '8..re shades of distinction 
between fraternities themselve , no less 
pronounced than that between the fra-
ternity men and the non-fraternity men. 
The different types of men herd togeth-
er in the various fraternities, thus nar-
rowing seriously the scope of friendship 
and acquaintanceship that a man may 
have with other types. Two or three fra-
ternities consider them elves the aristo-
cratic societies; the others a.re graded 
successively lower, until, in the under-
graduate mind, the smallest and newest 
are little better than none at all. 
According to a recent survey made at 
Cornell University by Edwin Slosson, it 
was disclosed that there was serious ob-
jection to the continuance of co-educa-
tion. It was of special significance that 
this unusual objection wa. raised by 
prominent fraternity men. Mr. Slosson 
visited a number of prominent fraternity 
men at their luxurious fraternity houses 
and asked them to give their real objec-
tions to the presence of co-ed. , who, it 
seemed to him, were harmless, well-be-
haved creatures-some of them even 
pleasant to look upon. His inquiries 
were answered with delightful frank-
ness by these dashing young men: "Just 
look at 'em," said one, pointing to a 
passing pair of girls. "See how they 
dress and how they do their hair!" The 
point was very plain. The two •gowns to-
gether obviously did not cost as much as 
the young knight's suit; one of these 
was home-made, and made by one who 
was more interested in other things than 
dress. Their hair looked all right, too, 
but it did not have the advantage of •a. 
twenty-five dollar permanent wave. 
"Their hands are the worst," chipped 
in another. "It makes me sick to look at 
them in class, all red and rough and un-
manicured." Mr. Slosson glanced at the 
speaker's hands. The young m'8..n had 
reason rto be proud of his lily-white 
hands. They seemed never to have han-
dled anything rougher than a silver fork, 
or perhaps a tennis racket, and the nails 
had a gloss that is hard to get for love 
or money. Of course these fraternity 
men would not want to associa.te with 
those girls, who were struggling to ob-
tain an education. 
Mr. Slosson then asked why the co-
eds were shut out from the parties and 
outside girls imported. 
"Because the girls are too bookish to 
talk to," was the answer. The force of 
the objection was felt by Mr. Slosson, 
who had been reading the President's 
reports, which year after year confessed 
the failure to bring the grades of the 
fr•a.ternity men to equal those of the men 
who lacked the advantages of fraternity 
life. It was, indeed, a triumph if any year 
the fraternity men showed, by their ex-
aminations, that they knew seventy-two 
per cent of what they were supposed to 
know. 
Why do Universities nurse fraternities, 
as is being done today, when the best 
thinkers of the country declare them to 
be detrimental to the vital interests of 
the Universities? The argument that fra-
ternities are generating social standards 
is true-very true; but those standards 
are false-very false. Fraternities cre-
ate condition most repugnant to de-
mocracy by setting up false standards 
That class distinctions, on which club 
of this sort are built, are not forerun-
ners of democracy, but sententiou evi-
dence. of approaching stagnation. It is 
indeed gratifying to know that there are 
a number of college Presidents who have 
courage enough to oppose thi ever-
present menace. On February 22nd of 
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thi. year President Burton of Michigan 
University issued a statement that 
drinking, gambling and ca.rousing of all 
forms upon the Michigan campus must 
stop. Pursuant to this order, three men 
left college, and six others are under 
probation for two semesters; one fra-
ternity house has been placed on proba-
tion; three of the fraternities are in dan-
ger of being abolished altogether, and 
several others are under surveillance. 
In the light of these fa.cts, to which in-
numerable authentic instances could be 
added, are fraternities democratic, and 
are they conducive to the best moral 
standards? 
Possibly one of the saddest defects of 
the fraternal machine is the indiffer-
ence toward scholarship. There is noth:. 
ing worse than indifference, and it is a 
sure sign of menbal, moral and physical 
decay. · 
Dean Thilly, in his latest report, de-
spairingly asked whether the faculty 
ought not to consider the advisability of 
protecting the unexperienced freshman 
against the temptation to regard study 
as a mere unpleasant incident of his aca-
demic life. The Dean calls 'attention to 
the fact that Universities were estab-
lished for scholastic aims, and he even 
ventures to say that the notion ought not 
to gain ground that only a few peculiar 
and freakish persons are expected to 
take the academic tasks seriously, while 
the norma.! a1'ld healthy-minded are here 
chiefly to shine in extra-curricula activ-
ities. Truly this is a lamentable condi-
tion. Students spend their time, and in 
most cases their fathers' money, just to 
be socially polished; just to compete 
with vain society-a dress suit ambition 
with an evening gown objective. Ex-
President Wilson said, when President 
of Princeton University, that any man 
or woman who spends four years in col-
lege, and who ha.s during that period 
majored in extra-curricula activities, ha. 
wasted four years of that desire to work 
which he has inherited from his great 
progenitor, Adam. Mr. Wilson also called 
upon the students to abolish their fra-
ternities, because he realized the dis-
tracting influences engendered by these 
Greek letter societies. However, the stu-
dents aiJigrily protested, the alumni-this 
wa.s a Princeton alumni-threatened to 
withdraw its support, and the Trustees 
became alarmed and begged the Presi-
dent to withdraw his revolutionary 
proposition. Public opinion was brought 
to bear, and the ah·ead sprouting seeds 
of democratization were given nourish-
ment-the President withdrew his dread-
ful bolshevik ideas. 
Now young men are learning just how 
complicated the macninery of democracy 
is-that democracy which is often en-
tirely remolded to fit the case in hand. 
Every University is infested with 
Greek letter societie . Fraternities need 
not be branded as evils-they speak for 
themselve . However, if a man's ambi-
tion is to reach that lofty pinnacle of ex-
clusiveness in dress and manner, if be 
sees ahead only a necessity of being well 
a.dvised on superficialities, then a fra-
ternity is his star, and a finishing school 
is his need. It seems that a man is pay-
ing a disrespect to his early training and 
to the, at least, partly civilized commu-
nity whence he came tf he is unable to 
rely on those influehces to carry him 
through the much talked of embarrass-
ing moments in sociP-ty. 
Have you ever noticed the process 
ta.ken by some fraternities to initiate 
their candidates? Possibly you remem-
ber some local production. To be serious 
-if that be possible when speaking of 
trivialities-who is responsible for those 
impositions? Are they carefully worked 
out systems, and are they in harmony 
with the serious side of education? Not 
long ago, two young gentlemen, wearing 
stiff hats much too small, were trying 
to sell week-old Torches to people on 
the streets and in cafes. At another time 
a young gentleman was directed by his 
fr•aternity to propel a baby carriage 
through the streets of the city. It seems 
that the form of initiation is getting 
more suggestive every day. Many other 
plans are used. 
These are a few of the many evidences 
of the high ideals and uplifting influ-
ences of fraternities. The perfection of 
such childish behavior depends upon the 
length of time that fraternities have 
been established in a University. How-
ever, let us remember, infancy is not 
permanent. 
Let us turn our attention to the finan-
cial side of the fraternitie . As a repre-
sentative school, let u take Princeton 
Univer ity as an example. In 1917 there 
were seventeen fraternities in Princeton 
University. Most of them had magnifi-
cent club houses, the value of which to-
tals up to nearly a million dollars. The 
expense of maintaining the fraternities 
is so great that large funds must be ex-
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acted from the alumni for that end. The 
money thus used is diverted trom larger 
University purposes, for which it is fair 
to believe the alumni would otherwise 
be glad to contrib'\lte it. Nor is this ex-
pense likely to cease in the future, since 
competition between fraternities in 
building costly homes is yearly more ap-
parent. In addition, membership in the 
fraternities necessitates a much greater 
per capita expense. As a result, some 
parents, in order to gratify the wishes 
of their offspring, make a greater out-
lay than they can well afford. These 
facts ·are applicable not only to long-es-
tablished Universities, with their omni-
present fraternities, but even to our pro-
gressive and so-called democratic Uni-
versities. 
It has been said, and how aptly it was 
put, that there is no way of judging the 
future but by the past. It is true that 
great nations have been established only 
by the broad vision and untiring efforts 
of great men. Educational institutions 
are a vital part of a nation. We need 
only to turn to the biography of the 
great men and women who have been 
instrumental in founding this great Uni-
versity to substantiate this and the 
theme of this paper. 
Miss Mantie Baldwin, who is well 
known for the great part she played in 
founding Valparaiso University, says 
that Henry Baker Brown considered fra-
ternities to be the worst menace of Val-
paraiso University. Oliver Perry Kinsey 
•ays: 'We have discharged many stu-
dents from the institution because they 
formed Greek letter societies. Whether 
fraternities are all right in other Univer-
sities does not matter, but they always 
were one of the most detrimental in-
fluences with which we had to contend. 
They are diametrically opposed to the 
principle upon which Mr. Brown found-
ed the institution." 
George Deming Timmons---
A Biographical Sketch 
George W. 
~ EORGE DEMING TIMMONS wa 
, . ~ born August 10, 1867, in Benton U County, Indiana. His common 
school education was similar in 
quantity and quality to that re-
ceived by the average country boy at 
that time. From later happenings we are 
inclined to believe that his father was in 
favor of his son acquiring as much edu-
cation as possible, but circumstance 
were not as advantageous a they might 
have been. After leaving the country 
school, he went to Greenhill Seminary, 
where he received enough training to 
teach. He left the Seminary in 18 4, and 
took a small chool in the country. Four 
years later he was married to Mary 
Alice Sayer , who up to the time of her 
death shared the burdens of hi life and 
contributed much towards hi advance-
ment. He continued to teach in the coun-
try schools until he came to Valparai o. 
It was during this period of hi life that 
he had o many of those quaint experi-
ence which he wa in the habit of relat-
ing to his cla se , in order to illustrate 
the point which he wished to mal~ 
clear. All who hav tudied hemistry 
ti.mp ·on 
under him have heard him explain how 
they used to make their soap and many 
other things which the country folk 
made at home in those days. 
He was from the beginning a very 
diligent student, and in his pare 
hours he spent his time reading 
and informing him elf upon a 
many ubjects as possible. He was 
unti:dng in his search for knowledge 
which would aid him in mounting higher 
the ladder of uccess. He bought as 
many books as be could afford, and ac-
cumulated a library of the be t authors 
of which he knew. These books were 
naturally of the cheapest editions, but 
among them were the be t of the clas -
ics. Mr. Timmons wa also a carpenter, 
and during vacation he followed hi 
tra.de with succes . Apparently he was 
much like the ordinary person in the 
neighborhood, but in reality he tood far 
above the others. Every experience 
meant much more to him, and his 
interpretation of life were from 
the viewpoint of one who under-
toad the cien of happines . A a 
t a h r in the littl ountry b ol, a · u 
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carpenter laying shingles on a cabin, he 
looked upon life as one who had mas-
tered its first principles, and had freed 
himself from the shackles of fate. He 
yearned for greater opportunities, for a 
chance to show the fire which smoldered 
in his bosom, to try his skill among 
those who would understand. The people 
around him were good to him, but they 
could not understand. They knew noth-
ing of his books and his explanations for 
the phenomena surrounding them. They 
would have laughed at him if he had 
spoken his mind. But there was his good 
wife and the babies, and he must care 
for them first. He fully understood the 
difficulties which lay before him, but he 
continued to hope that somehow it would 
turn out for the best. Some day he would 
be given a chance. The chance did come, 
and he made the best of it. 
In 1895 his father, having heard a 
great deal about Valparaiso, moved with 
his family to Valpara.iso for the purpose 
of sending the younger children to the 
Normal School. Of course this meant 
nothing in particular to George. He was 
married and had a family, and there was 
little opportunity for him to go to Val-
paraiso. It happened that soon after his 
father came to Valparaiso his mother 
died. His father told him that if 
he would take the house which he had 
bought, he would give him what he 
had already paid on the deal. George ac-
cepted this offer, and his father went 
back to Benton County. Mr. Timmons 
lived in this same house until his death. 
His preparation for college work was 
very inadequate~ and he proceeded to 
study different subjects which he 
thought would be of the most practical 
use to him. After spending a year taking 
commercial work, and other work of 
that nature, he entered the pharmacy 
course, and graduated with the class of 
1897. In this class Dr. G. H. Stoner, Dr. 
G. H. Jones and Charles Wark, all of 
Valparaiso, were graduated in pharmacy. 
It was in the fall of 1896 that Mr. Tim-
mons was going down town one day with 
a tea kettle which he was going to have 
mended, when he was overtaken by one 
of his classmates, whom he knew by 
sight, but with whom he was not ac-
quainted. This student was Gerald H. 
Stoner. now one of the Trustees of the 
University, and that was the beginning 
of a friendship which lasted to the end 
of Mr. Timmons' life. It was not long be-
fore Mr. Stoner went ov r to Mr. Tim-
mons' house every evening and studied 
with Dick. We do not know the origin of 
Mr. Timmons' nickname, but he was al-
ways called Dick by every one who knew 
him, and there are many who do not 
know tha.t his name was George. Mr. 
Stoner and Mr. Timmons were the star 
pupils in the pharmacy class of 1897. A 
gold medal was offered at the end of the 
year to the one who should make the 
best record in the final examination. It 
happened that Professor Roe, who was 
then Dean of the Department of Phar-
macy, saw fit to give the prize to another 
s tudent. The whole class were of the 
opinion that it shollld have been .given 
either to Mr. Stoner or to Dick. Consid-
ering his lack of opportunity and inad-
equacy of preparation, the class, includ-
ing Mr. Stoner, conceded that Dick was 
the better student of the two. The class 
proceeded to take up a collection, with 
which they bought and presented to 
Dick a medal, a s a token of the high re-
gard in which they held him as a stu-
dent and as a man. This was the first 
great victory which Mr. Timmons won 
in his struggle for recognition. 
Mr. Timmons was one of those who 
profited by the opportunities offered by 
Mr. Brown and Mr. Kinsey. More of hi s 
time was taken up in solving the living 
problem than was consumed in his 
school work; yet he was always one of 
the best students of his class. Charles 
Wark, who was graduated in the <:!arne 
class in pharmacy, says, without any re-
serve whatever, that Dick was the best 
student that he ever knew. He was thus 
considered by nearly all who were asso-
ciated with him while in school. After 
his graduation in pharmacy, he taught 
school for two years at Gates Crossing, 
which is a few miles in the country 
from Valparaiso. He would spend the 
week in the country and walk in Friday 
evening and return Monday morning. 
During all this time his wife wa~ 
working hard to help Mr. Timmons in 
his work as much as possible. Hers was 
a pa.rt which required almost infinite pa-
tience, and she played it bravely and 
nobly. 
It was during his teaching at Gate , 
Crossing that Mr. Timmons became ac-
quainted with Dr. G. A. Nixon, now of 
Valparaiso. Mr. Nixon had come to Val-
paraiso with little cash-a.bout ten dol-
lars-and made an attempt to go to 
s hool. Naturally he was comv 11 d to 
work in ord r to maintain bim~clf. H 
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GEORGE DEMING TIMMONS 
A scholar without pedantry, a chemist whose world was not limit-
ed to chemical theories and formulae, a teacher of a. difficult sub-
ject who made it so attractive that even dull students got some in-
sight into its laws and its poetry, a worker who never knew when 
to quit, a man with a heart big enough to feel the thrill of life 
intensely, its pathos, its heroism, its incongruities-such he seems 
as I try to set it down.-B. F. Williams. 
had been engaged in vaudeville work be-
fore coming to Valparai o, and he went 
out to Gates Crossing to give an enter-
tainment while Mr. Timmons was teach-
ing there. These two men became very 
good friends later. 
While teaching in the country Mr. 
Timmons was told by Mr. Kinsey and 
Mr. Brown that if he would specialize in 
chemistry they would appoint him Dean 
of the Department of Cllemi try. He be-
came assistant teacher under Profes or 
Roe in 1899 and continued until 1909, 
when he was made head of the Depart-
ment of hemistry, still acting a assi ·t-
ant in tru tor in the pharmacy course. 
Mr. Timmons continued to take as 
many courses in other departments of 
the school as possible. One of his credit 
cards indicates that he took a course in 
physiology under Profes or Weems as 
late as 1905, in which he made a grade 
of 100. He also studied English under 
Professor B. F. Williams. 
It was during these early years that 
he made many of the friends who learned 
to appreciate him best. He became ac-
quainted with Professor Lee Bennett 
early in his life at Valparai o. In a ·hort 
article written for the proceedings of 
the Indiana Academy of ience, Mr. 
ennett gives us his opinion of r. Tim-
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mons. In this article, which was pub-
lished in the proceedings of 1918, he 
says: 
"Mr. Timmons and I were colleagues 
for twenty years, and during all of this 
time we never had a single disagree-
ment. I will always remember him for 
the many times he laid aside his own 
work in order that he might explain to 
me a chemical equation or reaction. He 
was never too busy to help. I can recall 
now how he would reach for his numer-
ous volumes of chemistry and would say, 
'We'll see what this one or that one says 
on the subject', and then he would tell 
what he thought was the best explana-
tion. And what he did for me he did for 
many others. His greatest pleasure 
seemed to oe to help his students. He 
had a hard struggle to reach his present 
position, and was very sympatl'etic to-
ward one who was trying to learn. He 
was to tender hearted for his own goo'!. 
When he should have been resting, .:.<:! 
was off on a trip with his students, or 
giving them extra help, or writing a 
helpful letter to some one who needed 
encouragement." 
Mr. Timmons took work in Chicago 
University two summers. He lived in 
Valparaiso and made the trip to Chica-
go every day. In 1912 he became Dean of 
the Department of Pharmacy. "Un-
der his leadership, the School of 
Pharma.cy became one of the most 
important and most completely or-
ganized and equipped departments 
of the University. His acquaint-
ance with members of his profession, his 
activity to place the school of which he 
was Dean among the most efficient in 
the country, a constant and conscien-
tious endeavor to be loyal to the best in-
terests of the students, the University, 
the ethics of his cho en work, and the 
spirit of his subject, made of him a dis-
tinct personality." He did not have time 
to write much. It is impossible to say 
what he might have done as a writer if 
he could have lived. In 1914 he published 
"Experiments in General Chemistry", 
and in 1917 "Qualitative Chemical Analy-
sis". He wa engaged at the time of hi 
death in •gathering material for another 
publication. 
In 1904 Mrs. Timmons died. She had 
done more for Mr. Timmons than any 
one else could possibly have done. He 
often said him elf that if he had not 
married so young h would nev r have 
made the succes that he did. From her 
he had received inspiration and encour-
agement in the days when his task seem-
ed impossible. In 1905 he was married 
to Cecilia Spurbeck, who had taken 
pharmacy under him, and fully appreci-
ated the power of his personality and the 
~rea.tness of his character. 
Mr. Timmons was - an active member 
of the American Pharmaceutical Associ-
ation and of the American Chemical So-
ciety. He was for a number of years a 
member of the Indiana Academy of Sci-
ence, but he never took an active part. 
If he ha.d had more time, and if he had 
been willing to comply moref reely with 
the conventions and forms or higher o-
ciety, it is hard to tell how much prog-
res he might have made in these differ-
ent organizations. Everywhere he went, 
where men of scholarship and learning 
we,·e gathered, he was recognized as one 
of , be first men of his profession. He 
hardly had his equal as a toastmaster, 
and stood among the best story tellers 
of the na.tion. 
He was methodical in everything that 
he did. He kept complete files of nearly 
all the subjects in which he was inter-
ested. Whenever he read an article 
which he thought worth while he would 
clip it out and put it in his collection on 
that subject. His note books, which he 
used throughout his long teaching ex-
perience, are a good example of the care 
and method used in his work. He had a 
large collection of joJ{eS and humorous 
articles, which he had collected from 
time to time for the purpose of illus-
trating his class work. It was a princi-
ple of his to determine beforehand just 
how he was going to express and make 
clear the difficult parts of the ubject. 
He studied clearnes and illu tration to 
a greater extent than most teachers who 
haye won a world reputa.tion. His long 
and hard struggle seemed to have im-
pressed upon him the importance of lay-
ing a sound foundation before attempt-
ing to build the super tructure. He used 
often to say that no . tude~t ever eri-
ously asked a foolish que tion in his 
clas e . To those who understood the 
point it may have eemed fooli h, but 
Mr. Timmons well understood the great 
weakness of human nature, that small 
and insignificant things often cloud a 
whole question. He fully appreciated the 
difference in pa t experience, and al-
ways cho e several metho 1 · to illustrate 
a difficult point. om tim s h would in-
LA 
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traduce a joke merely to add pleasure 
and life to the work. To keep the mind 
of his students awake wa.s one of his 
first considerations in teaching. He 
knew that the mind works differently at 
different times, and that no two minds 
work quite in the same manner. 
Professor Timmons was noted for his 
great capacity for work. Throughout his 
whole life he worked from fifteen to 
sixteen hours a day. When he was in 
school himself he never knew what rest 
meant. :He carried on an extensive cor-
respondence with his old students and 
those with whom he had been formerly 
associated in school work. Though al-
ways busy, he was never too busy to 
write a few words of advice or encour-
agement to one in trouble. Being a skill-
ful carpenter, . he did a great deal of 
work in the laboratories and class rooms 
for which he received no reward, except 
the confidence of his students. Room H 
was the room in which he usually held 
his cla.sses. The pictures of the great 
scientists on the wall, the case for the 
various apparatus and instrument , the 
charts and other objective aids in the 
teaching of science, were all s~pplied by 
Profes or Timmon . Chiefly through his 
personal work and correspondence the 
Pharmaceutical Alumni were organized, 
and up to the time that he died he kept 
in touch with them all. In writing to his 
old students a.bout the progress of the 
school he would usually subjoin the 
characteristic note about himself: "At 
Valpo U., Indiana. Still here and work-
ing sixteen hours a day." He always did 
the work which was a ked of him as a 
member of the faculty., In fact, it is 
doubtful whether there wa another 
member who did as much as he. He was 
twice elected a member of the ity Coun· 
cil of Valparaiso. For many year. Mr. 
Kinsey had been on the ouncil from the 
Fourth Ward. It wa hi wi h that Mr. 
Timmon -get the position. The fir . t time 
that Mr. Timmons ran he wa defeated, 
and this gave him the de ire to get the 
po ition, no matter what effort it co t. 
At fir t he did not want to be elected, 
but, upon the reque t of Mr. Kin ey, he 
could not refu e. He could not tolerate 
the idea of being defeated, o he ran 
again, and wa elected. He wa intere t-
ed in nothing but that which would be 
for the best interest of the city. Hon-
e ty wa hi :polic in everything to such 
an extent that he once re igned rather 
than be a party to a certain arrangement 
which the Council was making. He was 
convinced that the whole deal was rot-
ten, and expressed himself freely on the 
subject. One evening, when the fi,ght was 
at it:; height, one of the members of the 
Council, who was partly intoxicated, 
went to sleep while they were in ses-
sion. Dick made a short speech, which 
was to the point, and wa.lked out, with 
the characteristic words: ''It's ba<'l 
enough to come down here and talk with 
you, but I'll be d-d if I'll sleep with 
you." 
"Religion i not a creed, but an experi-
ence. not a restraint, but an inspira-
tion;' not an insurance for the next, but 
a program for this present world." ':'his 
was his favorite definition of religion, 
and in this is embodied the philosophy 
of his life. He believed in making thi~ 
life worth a much as possible, not in 
order to be qualified for a future life, but 
for it · own sake. Here is a little stanza 
found among his clippings, which ex-
presses his estimate of originality: 
Be no imitator; freely act thy part; 
Through this world be an independent 
ranger; 
Better is the faith that springeth from 
the heart 
Than a better faith belonging to a 
stranger. 
Another little poem which he always 
liked and considered very expressive of 
his own notion of optimism. i. by Ed-
mund Cooke, and is as follows: 
f'id you tackle that trouble that came 
your way 
With a resolute heart and cheerful? 
Or bide your face from the light of day 
With a craven soul and fearful? 
Oh, a. trouble's a ton, or a trouble's a:1 
ounce, 
Or a trouble is what you make it, 
And it isn't the fact that you're hurt 
that counts, 
But only how did you take it? 
You are beaten to earth? Well, well, 
what' that? 
Come up with a miling face; 
It' nothing aaain t you to fall down 
flat, 
But to lie there-that' disgrace. 
The harder you re thrown~ why~ the 
higher you bounce; 
· Be proud of your blackened eye! 
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It hm't th fa.ct that you'r llcl{ed that 
counts; 
It's how did you fight, and why? 
nd though you be done to the death, 
what then? 
If you battled the best that you could, 
If you played your part in the worlrl of 
men, 
Why, the critic will call it good. 
Death comes with a crawl, or comes 
with a pounce, 
And whether he's slow or spry, 
It isn't the fact that you're dead that 
counts, 
But only how did you die? 
Mr. Timmons' oriainality showed itself 
nowhere more than in his tastes and ap-
preciation of literature. He never would 
choose his selections because others 
thought they were good, but because he 
liked them himself. He was a lover of 
Riley and Mark Twain, and all who 
knew him well realize that he got more 
from these two writers than others did. 
He seemed to look upon life somewhat 
as they, and he read many times every-
thing that they produced. But he was 
not limited in his authors. He read the 
best in every field of literature, and gave 
it an interpretation which lent it a 
charm that few had known hefore. 
In the spring of 1918 Professor Tim-
mons spent a great deal of time in work-
ing for the ,government in the Libertv 
Bond and Saving Stamps drives. He wa.s 
worn out from his work, and Mr. Kinsev 
gave him leave to rest a while. In a tim~ 
when the whole nation was nutting forth 
it greatest effort to win the war. he 
rlid not feel that he ought to remain in 
V:-:tlparaiso, so he went to Indianapolis 
nnd took a position in the advertisinP.; 
clenartment of the Eli Lilly Company. He 
flied of typhoid fever on the 1 th of Julv. 
1918. The news of his death struck all 
with despair. Every one who knew him 
felt that he had lost a real. friend-he 
was so huma.n and real. When he was in 
Indianapolis he was taking les ons on 
the violin in order that he mie;ht snr-
nri!-le his family when he came home. He 
1 1 ~ld his family anrl friends at heart ev-
ery minute of his life. It would be mock-
erv to attempt to give a truP estim'lte of 
his life: it would hP hlac::nhenw to trv 
to say how much Valnaraiso lov d him. 
,-r.:rp and Mr. "\Villiamc;; ' ere intimatP 
friends for many years, and they loved 
and trusted each other a' few men can. 
The tribute that his beloved friend, Pro-
fessor B. F. Williams said in memory of 
him is considered by all who knew these 
two men as a tribute worthy a place 
among the classics of our language: 
, "Out of the fullness of the heart-the 
mouth is dumb. So I should feel like 
writing it, were it not otherwise stated 
in Holy Writ. For when the hea.rt is 
most deeply touched, when the more 
mysterious, more sacred experiences of 
life are brought home to us, language is 
so pitifully inadequate. Words seem 
clumsy, cold and harsh. The roll of the 
organ, the tender cadence of song, the 
glory and awe of an approaching storm, 
the wistful quiet of. on-coming, peaceful 
night-these seem more fraught with the 
pathos of grief and the joy of hope than 
a.nything that tongue can say. Most of 
all, when we see one we admired and 
loved go down into the Valley of the 
Shadow, do our feelings check and al-
most rebuke all utterance. Then it is 
that words fail, the voice falters, and 
what we would like to say seems choked 
at the source. 
"So I feel as I try to write a word of 
tribute to my friend and colleague for 
so many yea.rs. I do not want to insult 
with conventional encomiums the mem-
ory of one who was so unconventional, 
so spontaneous, so genuine-a<; genuine 
as nature itself. I could not hope, in a 
few lines. or in many lines, to limn so 
nnique. vital and magnetic a nersonality. 
Yet I knew him well, as well almost as 
nny man ever comes to know another. 
And having known him so intimately, I 
should not want to paint him with a 
halo, for he was not a saint. An aureole 
would not have fitted him: but how his 
cheery smile and the peculiar twinkle of 
his soul-filled eye, with a quick. spon-
taneous joke or an apt illustration be-
hind it, did fit him! I cannot forget that 
~mile or that twinkle, or that bubbling 
well of fun. Somewhere behind it all no 
doubt lay sadne , , di!'lappointment. 
wearine. s: but seldom did they overcast 
the sunlight of his cheer, or del)ress his 
nohle heroism of humor. 
"A scholar without pedantry a chcm-
ic;t whose world was not limited to 
chemical theories and formulae. a teach-
er of a difficult subject \vho made it so 
attractive that even dull sturlent got 
some in. ight into its laws and its noetry, 
a worker who never knew v hen to quit. 
a man with a heart big enough to feel 
the thrill of life inten ely, its pathos, its 
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heroism, its incongruities-such he 
seems as I try to set it down. Possibly, 
however, it was hi amazing vitality and 
capacity for work that used to impress 
me most. So strong was this impression 
that he was the last man with whom I 
should have connected the idea of death. 
Of his remarkable gifts as a teacher I 
am not qualified to speak, but I know 
enough to be sure that he was a teacher 
born and made. He entered his class 
room with a quick step of confidence and 
animation. He loved to teach-and to 
learn; and so it was that one would 
have sought far before finding a more 
alert~ conscientious or inspiring teacher. 
"And now that personality, so rich and 
varied in its gifts, so strong and helpful 
in its human relationships, i •gone, and 
of what I should most wish to speak I 
ha.vQ no word to utter. Why it had to be, 
what it all means-
" 'What hope of answer or redress, 
Behind the veil, behind the veil-' 
Such questions are not for me. Easy for 
orne, to me, at least, they are unan-
swerable. 
" 'I cannot ease the burden of your 
fears, 
Or make quick-coming death a little 
thing, 
Or bring again the pleasure of pa.st 
years, 
Nor for my word shall ye forget your 
tears, 
Or hope again for aught that I can 
say.' 
"And so in helpless reverence I close. 
It was a great privilege to know such a 
man. His memory is an inspiration. His 
death-! cannot spea.k of it. 
''Good-bye, Dick-good-bye!" 
Athletics and Valparaiso 
By Speed Lindquist 
F
ACT: If a foreign element is 
through the instrumentality of 
an individual, or upon its own 
volition, thrown into a quasi-uni-
fied group of people such as a 
student body, the result i no mutual-
ity of enthusiasm, and constituting at 
the most an intrusion upon the rights 
of the students. 
Rule: It is universally conceded that 
such an invasion would be contrary to 
custom, a it would tend to dampen en-
thusiasm and create dissati faction. 
Athletic should be an inseparable 
unit of a college, and should be built up 
from the different department with the 
best material afforded. Students given 
an opportunity through thi medium 
would go in with heart and soul, taking 
with them the preparation of enthus-
ia m nece sary to create pep. Taxation 
with representation doe not create dis-
sati faction nor breed dissention, it is 
only the outgrowth of mutual cu toms, 
and affords an expectation of pleasure 
to a student when upon paying his 
athletic fee he i to get a representative 
interest. Taxation without representa-
tion is quite a different matter. Pre-
cedent has shown it to be a failure. No 
student appreciates being taxed on ath-
letic fee and then having no interest in 
the matter. He would far rather have 
a chance to try hi skill as an athlete, 
and if he has the requisite ability make 
the team. He doe not favor foreign 
element coming in upon his good 
money, when material from the student 
body is available. He would far rath-
er, upon payment of his athletic fee, be 
reminded of the fact that it is his team 
he is upporting. He would much pre-
fer everyone getting an opportunity of 
trying out instead of a picked group. 
A little mutuality, an opportunity f~r 
all, and plenty of enthusia m, with re-
serve material is all that i required 
for the creation of superb athletic 
groups. 
Athletic in the Past 
The feared, dreaded and invulnerable 
Notre Dame of today was not dreaded 
or feared in the past. She was invinci-
ble then as now; the arne aggres ive-
ness, but she fell ingloriously before 
what they considered an inferior team, 
still a team that for year had never 
known defeat, the Valparai o Univefsity 
ba eball team. Backed up by the en-
thusiasm of thou and of tudents, 
Valpo couldn't lose. They backed up 
their own team with voluntary fee ~ , not 
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extracted from them, but gladly given 
for the support of a clear representa-
tive team. Other games will in time 
have been forgotten, but the game of 
1918 with ~otre Dame will stand as a 
land mark of representative athletics. 
One hundred per cent enthusiasm was 
a prime factor. The cheer leader ex-
hausted fom his unceasing labors was 
carried off the field in a faint, and the 
mighty legion of Irishmen returned 
home chagrined over their defeat. In-
diana, Wisconsin, Niagara and others 
felt the sting of our fangs. 
Every department was represented. 
Department teams furnished the mater-
ial. . ~o adverse rulings were prescrib-
ed, no fawning was necessary, no pull 
was required·. UJJvery student of suf-
ficient ability was seen at odd times up-
on the field, and he was not required 
to leave at any one's command. Fully 
a hundred preliminary participants 
formed the final group from which the 
representative nine would be picked. 
Ample testimony from students of the 
old regime can easily be obtained to 
verify the above report. They will tell 
of uniform rules submitted to the whole 
student body for ratification; they will 
tell of earnest enthusiasm; they will 
speak with pride of the old times. The 
pa. t looms up and a relative vision of 
the future appears, with it comes the 
hope of reinstating the Good Old Re-
gime when athletics was a part of the 
school, a part of the enthusiasm, and a 
part of the students life. 
Senator Norris at Valparaiso 
I
N the early eighties the Normal con~ 
vention began to attract consider-
able attention. Every fall the stu-
dents would conduct on a large 
cale a nominating convention in which 
they would elect a president and vice-
pr~sident. Sometimes these conventions 
• would be in session every Saturday for 
four or five weeks. The students would 
elect the delegates from each state and 
these delegates would sit in the conven-
tion and vote by states. 
In fact, the conventions were in ev-
ery way conducted as orderely and sys-
tematically as the National Republican 
and Democratic conventions are con-
ducted. Many men, such as Senator 
Norris, were educated in practical poli-
tics in these vast school political ma-
chines, and afterwards went out into 
the world and made good on the train-
ing obtained in Valparaiso. · The case 
of George W. Norris, now United States 
Senator from Nebraska, is typical of 
many who got a valuable training in 
these conventions and the other politi-
cal organizations connected with them. 
In May, 1881~ it was announced in Val-
paraiso that Mr. George W. Norris, of 
Clyde, Ohio, would be a member ,..f the 
Class in Elocution and Oratory in the 
fall. . Soon after his arriva.I he was 
elected critic of the Crescent Society. In 
the early part of 1882 he was elected 
president of the Claytonian Society, an 
organization composed chiefly of mem-
bers of Professor Bogarte's class in elo-
cution, and before the end of the year 
he was known in Valparaiso as one of 
the best orators in the institution. He 
took part in the Law commencement in 
the summer of 1882 by debating on a 
current political question, a debate 
which attracted considerable attention 
on the hill. After spending some time 
at home in Ohio, George W. Norris re-
turned to Valparaiso to finish his course 
in elocution under Professor ·Bogarte 
and to take law. 
In the spring of 1883, Mr. Norris took 
part in an entertainment given by Mr. 
Bogarte and his elocution class at Ho-
bart, Indiana,. He gave an oration in 
the Crescent Society which won him 
such honor that the Society elected him 
to deliver the anniversary address, an 
honor which was much coveted at the 
time. In June, 1883, George W. Norris 
was one of the eleven graduates of the 
fourth annual •graduation of the Law 
School. The following is the report of 
a local paper of Mr. Norris' part in the 
exercises: "The next and last exercise 
for the evening was a Prophecy-'Our 
Class Twenty Years Hence'-by G. W. 
Norris, and surely the best thing of the 
evening was reserved for the conclusion. 
It was written in Mr. Norris' inimitable 
style, and continually brought forward 
loud applause. Wiith strange inventions 
and humorous circumstance he told 
about the class in 1902, and at the close 
paid a tribute to Judge Gillett, so full 
of feeling and love as to bring tears to 
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the eyes of nearly all present. Judge 
Qillette, at that time at the head of the 
Northern Indiana Law School, took the 
class, including the future Senator, to 
his home, and according to the report, 
he gave them a royal feast. 
After the graduation from the Iavr 
school of Valparaiso, Mr. Norris con-
tinued his work in elocution. Every 
occasion of the institution called for 
Norris, the orator, until he became 
known everywhere for his ability as a 
speaker. Readings, toasts, orations, 
came from him as if without the least 
effort. He was a member of the L. U. 
N. Society, an organization about which 
there· was considerable mystery. They 
usually held their banquets down town 
at the Merchant's Hotel. The League· 
of United Nine was composed of some 
of the most eloquent students then in 
Professor Bogarte's elocution class. In 
the fall of 1883, George Norris became 
principal of the Monclova school and 
in the spring of 1884 he stopped at Val-
paraiso on his way West. He went to· 
Walla Walla, Washington Territory,. 
with the intention of starting the prac-
tice of law. Later in the year he re-
turned to Valparaiso. Finally he settled 
in Beatrice, Nebraska, where he was 
living in the fall of 1885, when he 
atwnded the alumni banquet in Valp·a-
raiso. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Another Strange Case 
By Lester J. Stout 
E
VERY ear in the courtroom was 
strained to catch the first words 
of the jury as it filed slowly in 
from the jury room. Not a whis-
per broke the tension, not a glance or 
movement revealed the feelings of the 
twelve impassive jurymen. Unon the 
youthful countenance of the prisoner 
· lurked no show of curiosity, no feeling 
of interest. His face remained as calm 
and unruffled as a June sky. All sounds 
of city life in .the streets outside were 
muffled and fa.r away. After what 
eemed an eternity the judge arose and 
addressed the jury. 
"Gentlemen, have you reached a ver-
dict?" 
"We have, your honor." With these 
words the sealed en.velope, containing 
the verdict, passed from the foreman's 
hand to the judge. 
At last the envelope was opened and 
a square of paper drawn forth, the pa-
per on which was written the fate of 
John Miller. The air jn the courtroom 
became more tense, if possible, than be-
fore. Faces pressed forward eagerly in 
a tense listening attitude so that not a 
word of the judge should escape. 
"We, the jury, find the defendant 
guilty of manslaughter." 
A long sigh of relaxation went up 
from the throng in the courtroom, a 
buzz of comment followed the judge's 
words. With much ru tie and confusion 
the spectators pushed and shoved their 
way into the open air of the street. 
The prisoner, after consulting his. 
watch, rose, yawned, stretched his lank 
form and scratched his head vigorously., 
"Dog-gone! these trials do cramp a 
'guy', me for some fresh air." So say-
ing, the erstwhile John Miller, guilty of 
murder in some degree, strolled out to· 
the baseball diamond to watch spring 
practice. So ended the second mock 
trial of the 'Valpo' Law Society. 
A Teacher's Reward 
"We have just learned of a teacher 
who started poor twenty years ago and 
has retired with the comfortable for-
tune of fifty thousand dollars. This was 
acquired through industry, economy, 
conscientious effort, indomitable perse-
verance, and the death of an uncle who 
left her an estate valued at $4,999.50." 
-Seneca Vocational School. 
~.\n Accident of Birth 
"Some early influence has made him 
erratic, I'm sure." 
"He was born under a crazy quilt, 
I've been told."-Judge. 
Profaning the Hour 
A really good man won't swear at an 
alarm clock; he merely gives it a cur-
sory glance. 
"Has Betty any bad habits?" 
"Only her riding-habit. It's positive-
ly wicked."-Cornell Widow. 
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Frozen Faces 
L ula Itlay Garrett 
I. MISS SIMMONS ·wE had to stay for a Friday af-
ternoon teachers' meeting. A 
norther had blown up since 
noon, and the sand swished 
against the windows and sifted in a.t 
·every crevice. The air in the school 
room was full of chalk particles and 
dust from the sand storm. Not all the 
joints of the stovepipe had been put up, 
and Mr. Jones, (known vrivately as the 
Coyote), gave us a long querulous, 
pointless account of his troubles with 
the janitor. We r.a.ised our coat. collars 
and slumped down to wait until we 
c ould get away. The sand made my 
-eyes burn, and the air made my head 
ache, so I paid no attention to what was 
going on, but sat .staring out a.t a brok-
·en windmill wheel that whirled madly 
around. 
Let's see, the twelfth grade could be 
·depended upon, always. The ninth was 
bopeless. It was all the half-wits and 
idlers and failures of the high school, 
and the rowdy grammar school pupils 
who had been sent to high school to Le 
improved by the Coyote's (supposedly) 
ingenious discipline. They were not 
even successful hoodlums. How did it 
bappen that the tent)l was so very in-
telligent? They had read some things. 
Some time in the past they had had a 
competent teacher. Monday, I would 
a sk about her and erect a pyramid of 
chalk dust. 
The Coyote's voice broke in. Startled, 
I remembered, then, tha.t he had asked 
me something twice in the preceding 
moment. "I asked you, what measures 
would you recommend as to the disci-
I>line of the ninth grade?" 
"I'd give them all diplomas at Christ-
mas and get rid of them." 
Mr. Jones looked bleakly irritated, "I 
said the ninth, not the twelfth". 
"Well, so did I. What can we teach 
those people? What use will they have 
for any of the stuff we are trying to 
t each them? The only way they can 
even get through hirgh school is by 
cheating. They come here because they 
are in their parents' way. They get 
nothing out of their studies. Then if 
they can't learn anything, all they can 
get out of high school is a diploma. As 
this is not an accredited high school, ra 
diploma does not mean anything. It 
deceives nobody. So you see there can 
be no harm in this proceeding, but a 
•great deal of good for"-
Miss Simmons jumped up, two splash-
es of pink in her oyster-colored cheeks 
and little points of light in her oyster-
colored eyes. She fairly screeched-
"I'm not going to let anybody say this 
high school don't mean anything. This 
is ,a good school. I don't care who says 
-If some people who think they are so 
smart"-
Miss Simman!C' had graduated from 
that school nine years before, and had 
taught the sixth grade ever since. The 
Coyote interrupted her with peevish 
weariness. "I never heard of anything 
like that suggestion to graduate the 
ninth grade. Such a course would ut-
terly destroy discipline". 
I wanted Miss Simmons to go on, but 
she misunderstood my signs, glared at 
me venomously, compressed b.er lips , 
and took on her usual glazed expression. 
What in the world had brought lier to 
life for a moment? 
Nobody could make friends with Miss 
Simmons. She seemed to be one of 
those human beings ma:de, like Adam, 
out of the dust of the earth, just up to 
where the breath of life was breathed 
into his nostrils. Here .• in her case, ap-
parently, the work was broken off. It 
was a. matter of pride with her that she 
never talked about herself. The sim-
plest question about her past life, or her 
opmiOn on anything, was answered 
evasively or smothered in a torrer.t of 
contradictory meaningless, statements. 
She was always suspicious and seemed 
to be hiding something. 
Of course, she had never done any-
thing she could be asha.med of. The 
pitiful fact is , she had never wanted to. 
She had never walked a fence or hung 
on a passing wagon. When she was in 
the grades she never passed a note. She 
went through high school without learn-
ing to shoot craps or match pennies. 
Since then, during· the winters, she 
taught, and in summer went to school. 
Once I visited one of her classes. It 
wa.s some kind of study ·of the methods 
of pedagogy. Miss Simmons sat on the 
front seat eagerly sniffing for errors. 
She liked this class and bad come to it 
every summer for three summers, so 
be knew the book by heart. She 
pounced on all the details delightedly. 
She was starved for fact; facts stated 
in the exact words of the author. 
be seemed to bate her work without 
knowing that she bated it. She always 
did her work fanatically, unlovingly, 
tensely. She was too unsympathetic 
and impersonal for her emotional, piti-
fully ignorant, Mexican pupils. She 
considered them merely as future day 
laborers. She did not try to give them 
American ideas of honesty or fair play, 
but conscientiously drilled them on 
noun clauses, when they could not read 
a child's story understandingly and 
taught aliquot parts when they couldn't 
keep tally on the amount of cotton they 
picked. She worked too bard and too 
fretfully. Most of the Mexicans stopped 
school in the sixth grade. 
Miss Simmons was driven by the fear 
of unreasonable public opinion and a 
capricious, exacting God. When a med-
dlesome or a well-intentioned parent 
came around to ask questions, Miss 
Simmons cringingly protested that he 
was delighted with everything and pet-
ted some startled little pest that she 
had slapped the hour before. She seem-
ed pitifully afraid of losing her posi-
tion. She was especially subservient to 
the imcompetent old. ignoramuses who 
were elected to the school board be-
CftUSe nobody else would be bothered 
f'l 
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with the job. She w.as thoroughly tam-
.ed. Perhaps she could never have been 
any other way, for it never occurred tO> 
her to go somewhere else, or try some 
new thing. She was as blind to all 
color in life as she was to the beautiful 
gray-green of the roaring gulf in a 
southwest gale. She did not see any 
beauty in this, she bated the wind, and 
was always afraid there was going to· 
be a storm. 
Her religion required her to do-
things that she disliked, and that she 
was unfitted to do. Her supervision 
wrecked every childs religious society 
that her church organized. She mad& 
rambling, tiresome religious talks. Her 
belief kept her anxious, uneasy un-
happy. She was terrified when, one 
night at a "revival", she discovered that 
the boys .a.nd girls were pooling their 
money to buy a box of candy for the 
one who would go up to the preacher 
and arouse the flagging interest of the 
service by asking for the prayers of the 
congregation. She did not expect to-
see those youngsters alive the next 
morning. 
We were dismissed. I had not even 
begun to get at the reason why Miss 
Simmons had flared up about the-
school. As we were going out, the 
Coyote stopped Miss Simmons and ex-
plained condescendingly, that be really 
believed that the sug>gestion relative to-
the di cipline of the ninth grade had: 
been intended not quite seriou ly. 
What's Left of the Old Valoon 
Gabriel' nder tndy 
Mi s Prigg-And what would you do, 
Mr. Gay-Boy, if the end of the world 
came as you at at the bridge table? 
Gay-Boy-I'd play the la t trump, 
my elf. 
e of a Dictionary 
"I want to be procra tinated at de 
nex' corner," aid the negro passenger 
to the tram-car conductor. 
"You want to be wh:Lt?" ~emanded 
the conductor. 
"Don' lose your tem]Jer. I bad to 
look in de dictionary m ·elf b >fo' I 
found out dat 'procrastinate' mean 
•put off'."-Japan Ad\ erti. "r (Toyko). 
By our Fig Leave 
Adam (Coming in to dinner) - For 
goodness ake, Eve, you women are 
darned destructive. hTere you've gone 
and made salad out of my new Sunday 
uit! 
A writer in the Sydney Bulletin uses 
this extraordinary simile: "The. night 
was as black as the Earl of Hell' rid-
ing boot " 
R v r 1 of Form 
Young Daughter: But mother, I'm 
old · enough now to wear bort kirts !-
. 'ew York World. 
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Deferred Hope 
"Is Mr. Hansen courting you, Alice?" 
her chum Doris asked her one doy. 
''Not exactly-yet," admitted Alice. 
"But he is approaching step by step." 
"What do you mean?" 
"W-ell, when he first called he sat all 
the evening with a post-card album in 
his lap." 
"Yes." 
"Next time he sat with my poodle in 
his lap." 
''Well?" 
"Last night he took my little o.~v·ther 
on his knee. So you see. I hoJe it will 
soon be my turn."-Boston Globe. 
Love in Winter 
"Will you care for me all the time?" 
sighed the bride. 
"I'll do my best, Nerissa," said the 
groom, ''but part of the time I gotta 
care for the furnace."-Louisville Cour-
ier-Journal. 
Timely 
The Fisherma.n-I suppoEe this rain 
will do. a lot of .good, P1-t? 
Pat-Ye may well say that, Sorr. 
An hour of ut now will do more good in 
five minutes than a month of ut would 
do in a week at anny other time.-Punch 
Jack-What kind of a fellow is 
Blinks? 
Bill-Well, he is one of those fellows 
who always grabs the stool when there 
is a piano to be moved.-Oregon Lemon 
Punch. 
Figures Never Lie 
''What are the chances of my recov-
-ering, doctor?" 
"One hundred per cent. Medical 
records show that nine out of every ten 
die of the disease you have. Yours is 
the tenth case I've treated. Others all 
died. You're bound to get well. Sta-
tistics are statistics." - The American 
Legion Weekly. 
Politenes 
A polite man is one who listens with 
interest to things he knows all about 
when they are told him by a person who 
knows nothing about them. 
All Cleared Up 
He-You know I love you; will you 
marry me? 
She-But, my dea.r boy, I refused you 
only a week ago. 
He-Oh, was that you ?-London Cpin-
ion. 
Efficiency 
Mistress-Have you swept under the 
carpet? 
Maid-Yes, mum! I swept everything 
under the carpet.-Kasper (Stockholm). 
Sociologists, psychologists and crim-
inologists have. come unanimously to 
the startling conclusion that epidemic 
of crime are caused by crime epidemics. 
Room or Ruffles 1 
A woman entered a department store 
recently and a.sked: "Where is the lin-
gerie?" 
"D'ye mean the rest-room?" queried 
the salesgirl. -Boston Transcript. 
"Is this a second-hand store?" 
"Yes. sir." 
''Well, I want one for my watch." 
The night was dark and dreary 
The rain goes pity Pat : 
Pat's feet were tired and weary. 
Oh, how I pity Pat. 
The wit of our friends is always in 
proportion to how sharply it hits u . 
A rooster can make a lot of noise, but 
it takes a hen to lay eggs. 
A compliment flatters a fool and di -
gusts a wise man. 
A tomb tone always has a good word 
for a man when he's down. 
Many a man looking for sympathy real-
ly needs two wift kicks, properly placed. 
Life isn't in holdin' a good hand, but 
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This year marks the 600th anniver-
sary of the fork. 
'Tis said that the first fork was in-
vented by King John IV. 
England ate with her fingers until 
1608 and Scotland until even later. 
China and Japan still cling to their 
chop sticks, which is, of course, a 
matter of taste. 
We have a large collection of FORKS 
and spoons and knives to go with 
them. 
Geo. F. Beach Inc. 
The Hallmnk Jewelers of Val]Jaraiso 
Drugs Kodaks 
Memory Books, Pennants, 
Pillow Tops 
The College Pharmacy 
''The Place Where Quality 
Counts'' 
Bogarte Book Co. 
THE LEADER IN ALL STU-
DE 'T SUPPLIES. THE 
LARGEST AND BEST LINE 
OF BOOKS, TABLETS, PEN-
CILS, ETC., IN THE CITY. 
Across from Administi·ation Building 
V alpa~aiso Pool 
Hall 
Ladies' and Men's 
Hats Cleaned and Reblocked 
Shoes shined with polish 
1that lass 
SCHELLING'S 
~2 Days Starting Sun. April 17 
Sunday Matinee 2 :30 
Evening 7:00 and 8:45 
Monday, No Matinee 
Evening 7:15 and 9 :00 
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE 






'' ith Lovely L oi \\ il on 
From the Great Saturday Evening Post Story, '' The Hippopotamus 
Parade '', by Byron Morgan. : . DireC<ted by Sam Wood. 
Scenario by Byron Morgan 
For th ak _, of a girl who dad d pi eel ra er , h ' \YCre off' 
:--;peed cur and went to hoo. ting trucks. Onl. to g him lf and ad 
arre ted! 
Hnt wh 2n the (J'reat ahrillo dam broke-yon ll ay th trn ·k 
and ' 'Dn t: 'didarcalla)' ' work. 
A STORY THAT GOES LIKE BLUE BLAZES! 
SUNDAY-EDGAR COMEDY-" GET RICH QUICK " 
~ Iatine 2 ::30- C'hihlr 'll 17 ·. Adult 2 · 
EYenin 7 :00 and :±:-- Child t· n 22t· . .\clnlt: :3:3c 
MONDAY-FOX NEWS 
l\ o :\Iatiue . "YPnino- 7 :15 nul ~ :00- 1hildr n 22~ , .... \..lult.c . 3 · 
Specht-Finr1y Company 
Departtnent Store 
A Complete Assemblage 
Spring again finds this store replete with the lovely and new. In 
every department there is manifested a ca.pacity to offer merchandise 
of dependable quality at price levels which are the lowest in many 
months. Patrons wili find excPllent and sati factory opportunitie 
to complete their Spring requirement at substantial saving , with-
out sacrifices of qua-lity or tyle. 
Busine s built on our standard i bound to be a busines of continu-
ance. Our cu tamers and our~elve are one in the belief that 
"Quality i remembered long aiter price is forgotten". 
LIN OLN WAY AT FRANKLIN AVENUE 
' alparai o. Indiana 
